Introduction
Radon comparison measurements at radon reference site serve as verification of field radon measurements performed by single organizations. Radon comparison measurement tests the calibration of instrument, the technique of soil gas sampling, soil gas transfer into the detection chamber, radon measuring procedures, stability of field measurements, elimination of thoron and data processing. Tests are based on the comparison of reported radon ( 222 Rn) activity concentration in soil gas with other participants of comparison measurements and with the database of two reference sites.
Both radon reference sites are located 60km SW of Prague near the city Milin in Czech Republic, Fig.1 . The natural radon reference sites Bohostice and Buk have been established in 2000; they are both located on meadows which makes it easy accessible for cars. Each reference site implies 10 stabilized stations, marked by numbers. Separate reference sites differ in radon activity concentration in soil gas; however, radon distribution within the reference site being relatively homogenous, thickness and permeability of soil enabling soil gas sampling at the reference depth of 0.8 m. Geological setting at radon reference sites was investigated by geophysical methods. Temporal radon variations were recorded since 2000 until 2012. 
Materials and methods
Radon comparison measurement at reference sites was organized for a group of variations of radon activity concentration in soil gas.
All participants were asked to collect soil air samples from three permanently installed 'Neznal' probes (RADON v.o.s.) located near the first three stations and to determine radon concentration in the sample using their own method. In the same time cross-checking:
RADON v.o.s. took samples from sampling probes of all participating organizations at the same sampling point using its own sampling system (syringe).
The method used by LER was based on scintillation technique with Lucas cells, namely a LUK 3C, the measuring method and apparatus can be found described elsewhere 2 .
Results
Each participant received his assessment protocol introducing numerical results of the three tests and a graph of radon data dispersion of the group (marked in codes) for the two reference sites, Fig. 2 data fulfil the test criteria and LER radon in soil gas estimates were very well integrated. The procedure of radon estimates agrees with the requirements of radon risk mapping of building sites in the Czech Republic.
